SAMTIM – a registered B Corporation – is excited to introduce EULA™ Mobile Screen (patent pending) to advocates for justice. The proprietary optical panel of EULA™ Mobile Screen offers the trusted SAMTIM advantage of anonymity, without sacrificing the benefits of transparency. From an administrative standpoint, this obfuscated transparency offers many legal advantages that our creative clientele are certain to appreciate – regardless of their own unique applications.

The engineered lenticular panel of EULA™ Mobile Screen acts to protect the privacy of objects and individuals, offering a deployable mechanism capable of promoting a spectrum of positive social action. Drawing upon the legal precedents set by End User License Agreements and Terms of Service contracts, the presence of EULA™ Mobile Screen aids dissent. In our contemporary condition where equity for all is paramount, EULA™ Mobile Screen is a timely infrastructural solution for groups looking to emancipate the oppressed through participatory democracy.

Whether you are a citizen desiring to obfuscate perception of invasive facial recognition technologies; a civil rights group looking to simultaneously display and hide disruptive police activity during peaceful demonstrations; a health-care worker looking to discreetly perform HIPAA protected treatments in public; an activist concealing identities to prevent discriminatory retaliation; or any individual requiring creative framing to achieve their noble goals; EULA™ Mobile Screen from SAMTIM is designed to be a SOCIAL SOLUTION to SOCIAL PROBLEMS – deconstructing institutional optics!